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Synopsis: The purpose of this communication is to request the
launch of [ ] course titled Legal Issues for [ ] and provide the necessary launch details to insure
a successful implementation.

Details: The Operational Technology Division and the Training
Division (TD) have worked together on the Legal Issues for [ ]
project which has resulted in the development of the [ ]
Legal Issues for [ ]. The Operational Technology Division has worked with TD to complete the formal content and
functionality reviews of the course. The Operational Technology Division is satisfied that the [ ] meets all of its content and
functional requirements and requests launch of the [ ]

The purpose of the [ ] is to review important concepts
regarding legal and policy issues for the [ ] program and is intended for use by [ ]. This course will be optional training.
To: Training  From: Requesting Division  
Re: EC NUMBER ON PROJECT REQUEST EC, MM/DD/YYYY 

The Operational Technology Division is aware that the TD is required to submit certain course information and training records to other government agencies which requires the course classification markings to be correct. The content of the course is unclassified, but is intended for Official Use Only and is portion marked appropriately. The catalog information for the course, specifically the title and the description supplied to TD, are classified as unclassified and are portion marked appropriately.

The Marketing and Communication Plan will include reference to the course on the [ ] training section of our web site and announcements made at [ ] meetings etc. Operational Technology Division agrees to allow the [ ] to vett any marketing and communication materials prior to release if they contain any [ ] specific information.

Students completing this course will receive 0.5 [ ] hours of credit on their [ ] transcript.

Operational Technology Division has designated [ ] U/C as the executive sponsor of the Legal Issues for [ ] and [ ] as the courseware point of contact. If discrepancies arise regarding the scope or accuracy of the content, users will be directed to the courseware point of contact for resolution.

The Operational Technology Division acknowledges its responsibility for formally reviewing the course content when there are upgrades or changes in functionality, policy, or procedures and providing to the [ ] appropriate updates via a change request EC. The Operational Technology Division understands that courseware must be kept current else it will be subject to removal from the system after appropriate notification. The Operational Technology Division plans to review this [ ] on a yearly basis.
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To: Training  From: Requesting Division
Re: EC NUMBER ON PROJECT REQUEST EC, MM/DD/YYYY

LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Action)

TRAINING DIVISION
AT QUANTICO, VA.

The TD is requested to launch the Legal Issue(s) for by making the course available on

**
Charting the course through FY 2008 and beyond.
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Here is the Tech Proposal. Please look at section 3.2 before starting at the beginning. I think there are still a few technical questions that will come out of it, but at first glance it looks to meet Phase 1.
Introduction to
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